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Abstract 
The 27th annual International Conference on Human Factors in 
Computing (CHI) convened in Boston, MA (USA) from April 4-
9, 2009. Included in this year’s technical program was a special 
interest group (SIG) meeting on API usability. This report 
summarizes the SIG, emphasizing the primary takeaways, which 
include a greater understanding of the types of APIs, case studies, 
and a place to share our multi-disciplinary results. 
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Introduction 
The fields of software engineering (SE) and human-computer 

interaction (HCI) cross paths in many subareas such as 
requirements elicitation and the evaluation of software systems. In 
addition, software developers are end-users of programming 
languages, integrated development environments, and 
configuration management tools. Thus, the principles and 
methods of HCI apply to these artifacts just as they apply to the 
finished software systems that programmers create. 

It is clear that the SE community has long considered the 
software module as a first-order artifact within their research 
endeavors. Likewise, the HCI community has long held an interest 

in the larger programming activity (e.g., [6,16,18,19,22,23,24]). 
However, neither field has devoted significant attention to the 
usability of Application Program Interfaces (APIs) as a first-order 
object of study. 

Certainly, subareas of software engineering investigate the 
structure of modules (e.g. the separation of concerns, cohesion, 
and coupling). This work, however, focuses on the artifact itself 
as opposed to its use by its consumers. The API has also often 
been an incidental object of attention in studies of programmers 
(e.g., [22]). Thus, while useful information was gleaned, there was 
no coordinated theory building around API use and usability. 

Recently, however, API usability has drawn more attention. In 
part, this is due to the increase in the number and size of APIs. 
Indeed, API documentation used to fit within small books whereas 
now it can fill multiple DVDs (e.g., the MSDN library). At the 
same time, the dominance of the use of APIs in everyday 
programming has also increased dramatically. It is now rare for 
anyone to write code that does not call APIs, and some tasks, such 
as user interfaces and graphics or the use of network resources 
and web-based services, cannot be performed without using APIs. 

The Software Engineering Institute (as of 2008) defined the 
API as “technology that facilitates exchanging messages or data 
between two or more different software applications” [5].  
Further, they categorize APIs as being remote-procedure calls 
(RPC), standard query language (SQL), file transfer, and message 
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delivery. While this restricted definition may be useful for some 
academic categorizations and taxonomies, it does not reflect 
common usage of the term. 

A definition for API that more accurately maps to common 
usage is given in [12]: “any well-defined interface that defines the 
service that one component, module, or application provides to 
other software elements”. Thus, an API can be the interface for an 
object model your teammate wrote, a framework, a library, a 
toolkit, or a software development kit (SDK). Certainly, there are 
many significant distinctions that can be made between these 
types of APIs, but in essence the purpose and usage is the same: 
they each provide a programmatic user-interface to a module of 
code. 

The earliest reported formal user study of an API of which we 
are aware was by McLellan and colleagues in 1998 [17]. The only 
direct follow-on work (as far as we know) was an MS thesis 
examining a specific API [4]. Other early work includes two 
books full of advice by API designers who worked on the Java 
APIs [2] and .NET framework [9]. One of these authors went on 
to spend significant time advocating further study of API 
usability, highlighting API design as a key factor in the success 
and failure of companies [3]. 

In the mid-2000s, Steven Clarke also began to conducting 
usability studies on APIs [7,8]. His work was not only reporting 
on significant APIs of widespread use (Microsoft), but also 
incorporating the use of the Cognitive Dimensions of Notation 
framework [14]. His work is also worthy of mention in part 
because it has directly inspired a plethora of work by Carnegie 
Mellon researchers led by Brad Myers and Jeff Stylos (e.g., 
[1,13,25,26,27,28]). They have quantified the impact of API 
design choices on users, sometimes showing time penalties of a 
factor of 3 to 10 [13,26]. 

Around the same time Clarke was pioneering API usability 
analysis at Microsoft, deSouza and colleagues reported on what 
we believe to be the first formal analysis of APIs from an 
organizational perspective [12], and Daughtry and colleagues 
examined aspects of API documentation [10] and polymorphism 
[15]. 

Following on the success of the earlier books described above, 
two new practitioner-focused books were released in the mid to 
late 2000s [21,29]. Each of these books seeks to describe API 
design as a craft that is based not only on structure, but also on 
usability. 

With the growth that is taking place within the area of API 
usability, it is easy to forget that usability analysis of 
programming is not a new concept (e.g. [19,21]). With this history 
in mind, a special interest group session was held at CHI 2009 in 
Boston, MA [11]. 
Participation 
Over 30 participants attended the CHI SIG. These participants 
represent the breadth of the software industry, representing very 
small firms, large software companies, academics, standards 
organizations, product-based business models, and service-based 
business models. Almost every attendant was actively engaged in 
both programming and usability analysis. There was a fairly even 
balance between those who were interested in the research side of 
API usability versus those who attended due to their frustrations 
using APIs. 

A Taxonomy for APIs 
Throughout the session, we heard from attendees who expressed 
an interest in the peculiarities of specific API domains. Examples 
include:  

• Robotics: An API mapping to a controllable physical thing 
• Mash-ups: An API that supports tentative loose integration 
• Artificial Intelligence: An intelligent API 
• Distributed Systems: A remote API 
• Services: An API expressed in many languages and platforms  
• Open Source: An API developed by a distributed team 
• Embedded Systems: An API tightly coupled with hardware 
Another issue raised was that there needs to be a more formalized 
distinction between the different levels of APIs. On the one hand, 
we often speak in terms of the larger framework or platform APIs 
such as the .NET framework or the Java JDK. However, there are 
other types of APIs ranging from internal APIs to platform APIs. 
At various points along this path of scale, different problems and 
opportunities arise with respect to API usability. For example, a 
larger platform API may be less changeable, while at the same 
time it is significantly easier to find documentation related to its 
usage. What are the critical points along this path of API scale? 
What constraints and opportunities exist that relate to API 
usability along this scale? 

Usability Is Multifaceted 
Participants reported problems dealing with various aspects of 
usability, including learnability and testability. One problem in the 
discussion that was surprising, given the audience, was the 
tendency to black-box usability as a single attainable quality. 
Indeed, if there is one thing we can learn from the CHI 
community is that usability is a multi-faceted set of trade-offs as 
opposed to a singular, objective, and attainable end goal. For 
example, there is a trade-off between the simplicity and the power 
of an API. Certainly, there are abstractions that allow an API to be 
simpler, but the fundamental trade-off still exists to a degree. 
Further, usability is subject to the culture in which it is embedded 
and the context of its use within that culture. 

Role Models Needed 
One area of concern to several attendees is the lack of role models 
in for API design. Simply put, a young engineer is exposed to 
many APIs, but none are presented to him as paragons of API 
design. These exemplary designs may exist, yet they are not 
identified, studied, and shared with novices and young 
professionals as case studies. As a design profession, it seems that 
collecting examples of APIs with good usability, and case studies 
of good API design practices would be worthwhile. 

API Evolution 
We heard from an engineer at a large software company who was 
engaged in the publication of a new API for a large commercial 
product. When it was decided that the API should be released to 
the world, the engineers appear to have simply opened up access 
to the existing internal API that they had been using for quite 
some time. The API in question is now well-regarded and very 
successful. This simple example raises issues with respect to the 
evolution of APIs over time. In what ways do different APIs 
evolve over time? What are the biggest threats with respect to 
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aspects of API usability given a particular development path? 
What constraints or opportunities arise with each path? 

Which APIs Necessitate Usability? 
We heard from a program manager about his first exposure to 

API usability. While working on a project, he was approached by 
the test team, who expressed fury over the product’s public-facing 
exposed APIs. They complained that the APIs were difficult to 
understand and impossible to test, yet the developers would not 
address the issues because it was a programmer’s interface as 
opposed to a user’s interface. How do developers perceive the 
role of the public facing API within the context of the larger 
business process? How can we change that perception by making 
developers intrinsically motivated to produce usable APIs? 

We also heard a similar story from another participant. In this 
case, the developers argued against changing the API because it 
was not a supported public API. Rather, it was an API that end-
users had found and were using without approval (or significant 
objection) by the company that makes the software. This raises 
several issues with respect to the business of API use. What are 
the trade-offs between documentation, usability, exposure, and 
use? If an API is publicly accessible, does a company have an 
ethical or legal responsibility to make it as usable as possible?  

Another issue is backwards compatibility. In the experience of 
many participants, public APIs are withheld from users far longer 
than is perhaps useful or required for the sole problem that 
supporting an API extremely expensive over the long-haul, so 
designers want to try to make it “perfect” before release. This 
seems to be an unsatisfactory resolution for both API designers 
and API users. There exist mechanisms for API evolution that 
afford the eventual retirement of capabilities (e.g., the Java 
deprecated keyword). What mechanisms might exist for helping to 
facilitate graceful API evolution at the beginning of the lifecycle 
as opposed to just at the end? 

Interdisciplinary Involvement 
In all, it was a fruitful and lively discussion that reinforces the 

argument that there is ample opportunity for future work that is of 
value and interest to both the HCI and SE communities. 

As of May 2009, a new website has been started at 
www.apiusability.org. On this website, you can find a list of 
people conducting research related to API usability and a 
collection of links pointing to the material on API usability that 
we have found. The site is managed using Google Sites and 
collaboration in terms of the content is encouraged. Please visit 
the site and participate in a small but growing community of 
researchers interested in API design and usability from both the 
realm of SE and HCI. In particular, please contribute to and 
subscribe to the lists of publications and resources that deal with 
API usability. 
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